
Patriots make a late entrance to homecoming dance with 2nd round road win: 
 

Viewpoint: 25-25-25=3 (22-13 Overall) 
Hemet: 20-14-19 (26-8 Overall) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Last year Hemet High School’s girls volleyball team played the role of underdog in their upset of 
overall #1 seed Alta Loma at Ted Smith Gymnasium. Flash forward roughly twelve months later 
and as they say turnabout is fair play since the Bulldogs were hosting this Saturday but this time 
as a #2 seed in Division 5. On that night it took five thrilling sets to dispatch of the Braves but on 
this Saturday it was Viewpoint ,looking for their first round of eight appearance since 2014, who 
knocked off the number two seed Bulldogs at home in a sweep by scores of 25-20, 25-14, and 
25-16.  
 
Viewpoint held an early 4-1 lead but the opening set was tied at 4 off a kill from the Bulldogs 
Amiah Davis. Kills from Deja Bickers and Genevieve Franz made the Patriot lead 15-9 around 
halfway thru set one. A kill from Darynne Bickers put the Patriots into their red zone at 20-14. 
Then a ball handling error and four contacts called against Viewpoint brought Hemet to within 
24-20 before a kill from Deja Bickers ended it.  
 
Two kills from Franz along with an attack error from Josie Collier in a three point stretch gave 
the Patriots a lead at 18-11 in set two. An ace from Franz and then a block solo ended set two 
at 25-14 and a heavily pro Bulldogs crowd was left in silence. Meanwhile the contingent of 
Patriot fans who made that lengthy trip from Calabasas was quite excited especially considering 
that tonight was the homecoming dance for both sides. This match was originally going to be set 
for an 11am start for that reason but a facilities conflict necessitated the 4pm start according to 
Bulldogs AD David Andersen.  
 
Mckaylee Taylor got the Bulldogs off to a good start in set three with two kills and an ace to give 
Hemet a lead at 9-6 in set three. At 10-6 Amiah Davis's kill necessitated a Viewpoint timeout. A 
kill from Collier at 13-12 then gave Hemet their final lead of the day. Back to back aces from 
Franz and a attack error from Hemet's Gabby Quast made it 16-13 Patriots around the halfway 
mark of set 3. A Deja Bickers kill plus Bulldogs net violation made it 21-17 necessitating the final 
Hemet timeout. After a solo block from Davis the final kill was recorded by Franz at 25-19 and 
the rush back to Calabasas began for Viewpoint who made it to their dance at about 9pm 
(roughly four hours after the match ended). This will be the Patriots first round of eight 
appearance since 2014 and they will be home to Vistamar (a 3-0 winner over Woodcrest 
Christian) on Wednesday night.  
 
First year Patriot coach Sheldon Sheehy took a couple minutes with us as the school's SUV's 
were making their way back to Hemet High.  



 
He initially remarked about his group “We've been a group who has battled injuries and to figure 
out our identity but it seems like it's coming together at the right time.”  
 
I then asked the rookie head coach about the unique situation his team found themselves in 
,playing on the night of their homecoming dance 2.5 hours from home, and if he was worried 
about them being distracted. He went on and said “It certainly was a thought of ours. We talked 
and addressed it as a group and you get good leadership at the top. Seniors approaching this 
the right way was critical.”  
 
Viewpoint outside hitter Genevieve Franz also chatted with us as the Patriot traveling party was 
getting ready to head back. I asked her about playing on homecoming night 2.5 hours from 
home and how it was handled amongst the players. She remarked: “I think we all knew the 
situation wasn't going to change and that it was less than ideal but losing wasn't an option.”  
 
I also asked her about the emotion and energy this Patriot squad displayed and the junior said “I 
think our energy is really what propelled us forward and I don't think we would've had this kind of 
success playing any other way.”  
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